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Abstract: Providing security to the data is a very important aspect in communication system. The importance of security lies in each and every region like e-commerce, industry, education and data ware house. The two main methods used for protecting data from an intruders while transferring over an open channel network are cryptography and steganography. The encryption of data is done in cryptography and steganography hides the secret image in a cover image. In this paper we are encrypting the data with a new cryptographic algorithm called affine cipher. The alphabets and special characters are transformed into numerical values equivalent to them. The encrypted data is embedded into a cover image which is bound with a key generated from an binary image in order to provide much more security. The system using this process has the better security in transferring the secret messages from sender to the receiver through public channels
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cryptography is an art within which data is encrypted or reworked into some indecipherable format referred to as cipher text. Solely the licensed user having the key code, through that they will decipher the received message. The two major groups for encryption algorithm includes symmetric and asymmetric key encryptions. In symmetric key encryption, the same key is used by sender and receiver for encryption and decryption. Whereas the 2 keys public key and private key are used in case of asymmetric key encryption. This type of encryption is called public key encryption. Key should be exchanged between the communication entities before the transmission of data. Key is one of the important factor of theses algorithms. Weak keys can easily be attacked by the attackers as compared to longer keys which are difficult to break. Symmetric key encryption algorithms are still widely used as powerful techniques in secure communication channel.

Steganography refers to the art of secret writing which places personal information into another data with the help of various rules and techniques. As a result only few i.e., authorized users can recognize the information embedded into other format. One more issue lies in how safely we are restricting the information with a key. The primary significance lies in how arbitrarily we are producing a key.

Solanki and Patel attempted to improve the advanced information. Gray scale image and color image are the two kinds of images available. The main variation between these two lies in number of bits in the pixel. The number of bits for each pixel is 8 in case of gray scale and it is 24 bits in case of color image. These 24bit color image has red, blue and green colors.

The two propagation techniques used for images are loss full and lossless domain. In loss full method the image is changed after insertion of data and in lossless image processing the original cover image is remained as it is. In this process it inserts the data into the place where the intensity of pixel value is not changed even after placing the data. So that the original form of cover image not change.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we are going to discuss some previous methodologies and their corresponding techniques and limitations.

Out of various ways in key generation schemes, this paper[1] uses EEG signals to generate keys because they differ from person to person. A particular task is performed by the authorized person and the waveform is monitored through neurosky device. The device shows the electrical activity of brain membranes in the form of wave patterns. Later with the help of noise filters and ADC converters the wave pattern is changed to the binary format. The first 128 bits are used as key. The limitation with this is the same person wave patterns differ at two different trails.

This paper[2] uses distributed source encoding scheme for hiding data in the image. Here the image is encrypted and MSB bits of the each pixel is selected. The data is inserted in the MSB positions randomly. Due to this the original form of cover image is changed to some disturbed format. The one more limitation lies in increase of payload. Instead of transmitting data directly over the public channel network, this paper proposes a method to modify data with the image. The image generally requires 16X16 matrix form. The proposed algorithm converts plaintext into ASCII format and then inserts the predefined user offset value to generate a matrix format. From the matrix format the image is plotted in the histogram of the matlab[3].

Steganography includes various ways of inserting data. Out of them the distortion technique inserts data on selected pixels. So that image distortion takes place and image appears in blur form. The second technique is masking and filtering insertion which is similar to watermmasking which is the older method. Here[4] data is inserted on the front surface of the image but not visible. So that compression of image takes place.
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This compression further has the probability of loosing data. The third one is LSB insertion, where data is inserted in the least significant position of the pixel bits. The insertion has the very minute modifications in the original image structure. The advantages are less robust in nature. It also embeds huge amount of data into image. The fourth method is transform domain technique which is difficult compared to others. The data insertion happens in frequency domain instead of time domain and the image compression also less. The author Rachmavati and Budiman[5] proposed a method that uses the affine cipher extended from ceaser cipher with a modified functionality. The formula used is c=((axp)+k)mod 26. It solves the puzzle problem by extending it to z/pz results in modular arithmetic.

Instead of using binary codes or short texts as keys, the author proposed a method to generate a key from an image. With the pixel x, y locations (2D-plane) of the image and formatting them to row-column wise. All the locations obtained are formed into a new matrix in row column form. By selecting the random pixel locations from the matrix and formed into the new column array and used as a key to bind the data. The decryption side the exact pixel locations have to find in order to retrieve the original key.

In this paper the authors[6] proposed a method that provides security in communication over the internet. The entire process includes 4 phases. Those are database creation, key generation, encryption and decryption. A complete data base with various color images(RGB) is created and used at both sides of transmission channel.

The authors uses logistic map and logic map techniques to generate key sequence[7]. The security is analyzed in terms of probability of error, entropy and visual properties. The histogram results obtained from both of them show that the encrypted image is uniform compared with the original key image. But the maps alone usage produces disturbed waveforms.

III. PROPOSED MODEL

For the purpose of improved security in transmission, we are encrypting the message that need to transmit with affine cipher algorithm. The generated encrypted data i.e., cipher text is placed into an image called cover image and protected them by binding with a key. Most generally short texts or key generating algorithms are used to generate keys. For improved security purpose key is generated from another image and transmitted prior before the communication. The image with hidden data is transmitted at the next step. At the receiver section the exact reverse operation is obtained i.e., at the first step key is generated from the first transmitted image and then the cipher text is retrieved from the second image. The final step includes decrypting the original message from cipher text using affine cipher algorithm.

IV. BLOCK DIAGRAM AND EXPLANATION

![Diagram](Image)

**AFFINE CIPHER ALGORITHM:**

This algorithm is used to encrypt the data. It takes each letter and special characters as an alphabet and mapped to the numerical proportional. The encoding process is done by using a scientific function and changed over back to the letter. So here each letter in the message appears like letters only but not the actual ones. This implies a basic standard substitution for the data over the image. Later with the help of ASCII codes, each letter obtained from the above function is changed to the ASCII format. The ASCII format is rearranged into binary codes for the improved security. The ASCII format is rearranged into binary codes for the improved security. This scramble information is inserted inside the picture.

**EXAMPLE:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original text</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>(2X+4)</th>
<th>(2X+4) mod 26</th>
<th>Cipher text[X]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STEPS:**

1. Select the original message.
2. Find the numerical value (X) of each letter in the original message.
3. E(X)=(aX+b)mod m  This function calculates the encrypted numerical value. where a and b are any agreed values between sender and receiver.
4. m= 26 (Total number of value in the alphabet)
5. E(X) is resultant number equivalent
6. Convert this numerical values to letters.
7. Generating the ASCII code for the above encrypted letters.
8. ASCII to binary format conversion.
The digital image used for generating key is represented by 16X16 matrix [A]. This is of binary form 0’s and 1’s. Then we are grouping the matrix [A] elements into 4X4 matrix form and converted to decimal form. Resultant shows 4X4 matrix [B] with decimal equivalents. For generating value to a variable K the left diagonal elements of original matrix [A] are taken, converted into decimal form and divided with 16. The resultant obtained is assigned to k.

Now divide the elements of array[B] with k, then it shows new array [B’]. Add row elements in the obtained array and then concatenate to generate the key.

**DATA EMBEDDING:**

Out of various ways, LSB is the basic methodology of inserting message into the picture. In case of gray scale image the 8th bit of each byte is rewritten to bit of secret message. For color image, the shades of every part like (red, blue, green) are changed. Any of the formats like BMP, JPG, GIF can be used. After inserting data the image file is changed to BMP format because of their lossless nature in compression. The algorithm has two types of encoding schemes sequential encoding and random encoding. In sequential encoding scheme, pixel values of the image is taken sequentially and LSB of the pixel is obtained in the same order. In random encoding scheme, the pixel value of the image is taken randomly with an agreed number from sender and receiver. The modulus 2 is calculated for each pixel value. It returns 0 or 1 based on the number is even or odd. Compare this value with the binary code generated from the affine cipher algorithm. If they are same then insert the data, otherwise modify the data with the message bit and calculate the next pixel value. This process is repeated till the complete data insertion completes. The receiver side operation is simpler if the above steps are used in reverse order.

**Data Insertion Algorithm:**

1. Find out the pixel values from the cover image.
2. Choose the text message.
3. Select the encoding scheme.
4. Insert the first data bit at the 1st pixel LSB position.
5. Repeat step 4 until data insertion completes.

**Data Extraction Algorithm:**

1. Find the pixel values from the stego image.
2. extract the data bits placed at the LSB position of the pixel data.
3. Repeat step 2 until complete extraction of data takes place.

**V. RESULTS**

The above result allow the user to select the requirement of task. In the sender section encryption is chosen and at the receiver section decryption is chosen.

**Fig.2: flow of key generation from image**

**Fig.3: simulation results in encryption phase**

**Fig.4: selecting the image for hiding data**

Out of the jpg images from database the user selects the cover image to place data. Any format of the images are allowed.
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Fig.5: Selecting the binary image for key generation

User selection of image for binding data. The binary images from the database is chosen at the encryption side and this image is transmitted to the receiver section.

Fig.6: Image after data insertion

The generated image after data insertion will be save in .bmp format.

Fig.7: Image comparison before and after data insertion

Appearance of both the images looks similar, but the histogramic patterns vary due to data insertion

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper explained the overview of merging cryptography and steganography techniques in order to improve security for embedding data. By encrypting the data storing in image using latest algorithms improves the efficiency and the LSB type of insertion helps to place huge amount of data with distortion less changes in image. The key binding feature includes difficulty in hacking by the intruder. The overall findings provide improved security in transmission compared to previous techniques.
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